The role of social cues in the deployment of spatial attention: head-body relationships automatically activate directional spatial codes in a Simon task
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INTRODUCTION

The ability to infer where another person is directing his or her attention is important for social interactions. It not only helps to understand the intentions of others, but also to predict their actions and consequently react adaptively (e.g., Verfaillie and Daems, 2002; Gallese et al., 2004; Manera et al., 2010, 2011). In this sense, the ability to accurately determine another person’s direction of attention allows the observer to gain insight into his or her mental state, such as the current desires and goals (Baron-Cohen, 1995), and this constitutes a considerable adaptive advantage (Emery, 2000; Langton et al., 2000). In particular, it has been argued that there is a propensity for observers to orient their attention to the same object to which other people are attending, a process referred to as “joint attention,” and that this process is automatic (Baron-Cohen, 1995; Galantucci and Sebanz, 2009; Sebanz and Knoblich, 2009). Here we investigated the nature of the social information that contributes to this automatic deployment of attention, and specifically test the role of the relative orientation of head and body in this process.

In many cases, eye-gaze provides a particularly powerful cue to the direction and location of where another person is attending (e.g., Gibson and Pick, 1963; Baron-Cohen, 1995; Langton et al., 2000; for reviews also see Frischen et al., 2007; Becchio et al., 2009; Birmingham and Kingstone, 2009). For example, Driver et al. (1999) and Friesen and Kingstone (1998) used an adapted version of Posner’s cueing paradigm (1980) with spatially unpredictable central gaze cues and reported evidence for reflexive attentional shifts in the direction of the eye-gaze. This automaticity suggests that gaze direction is likely to be transformed into a spatial code which subsequently produces a shift in the allocation of attention (Zorzi et al., 2003).

Further evidence in support of the automatic generation of a spatial code was provided by Zorzi et al. (2003; also see Ansorge, 2003) in a study involving a variant of the Simon task (Simon and Craft, 1970; Lu and Proctor, 1995). In this study, participants were shown simple drawings of schematic eyes with colored irises that were either presented looking centrally or oriented to the left or right. The participants’ task was to respond to the color of the eyes when the side of the response key corresponded with gaze direction than when it did not. Thus, task-irrelevant gaze direction automatically generated a directional spatial code, which in turn affected response selection (Lu and Proctor, 1995; Zorzi and Umiltà, 1995).

Since eye gaze direction does not necessarily coincide with the direction of the head, it can be predicted that attentional allocation on the basis of gaze cueing is also affected by head orientation. Hietanen (1999) manipulated gaze direction and head orientation independently in a Posner (1980) cueing
paradigm and found that reflexive orienting of attention was induced only when eye and head direction did not coincide. First, a central, non-predictive cue with a frontal face and averted gaze facilitated responses to targets appearing at the gazed at location (see e.g., Figure 1A for an adapted version of the stimulus). This suggests that the direction of gaze automatically triggered a shift of attention, activating a motor program which in turn influenced the response. Second, a face directed laterally with gaze oriented in the same direction (Figure 1B) did not result in attentional cueing effects. According to Hietanen, this could be due to the fact that an averted head with a congruently averted gaze is a less powerful social signal in that the observed person is interpreted to be completely unrelated to the observer. Third, and most pertinent to the present study, when presented with a lateral head and a frontal gaze (averted back to the observer as shown in Figure 1C), there was a reverse validity effect: observers were fastest when the head was oriented in a direction which was opposite (egocentric) to the location of the target stimulus. To explain this counterintuitive result, Hietanen suggested that, in the orienting of social attention, the direction of the observed person’s gaze or head is not directly encoded relative to an observer-based (or egocentric) frame of reference. Instead, gaze and head direction cues are combined into an allocentric frame of reference centered on the observed person (see step 1 in Figure 1), and only then is the direction of attention related to the observer’s own egocentric frame of reference (step 2 in Figure 1). More specifically, a head oriented to the right of the observer with the gaze directed toward the observer (e.g., Figure 1C) would be coded as “a person attending to his/her right” in an allocentric reference frame centered on the observed person and this shifts the attention of the observer to the left (just like a head oriented straight with the eyes averted to the left of the observer is coded as “a person looking to his right” allocentrically, inducing an attentional shift to the observer’s left). Indeed, with two interacting persons facing each other, a leftward direction in an allocentric reference frame corresponds to a rightward direction in an observer-centered reference frame and vice versa.

Whilst it is clear that perceived eye and head direction are important cues for determining the direction and location of another person’s attention, and have been studied quite extensively (for a review see Frischen et al., 2007), the role of body information (i.e., the direction of the torso, arms, and legs) on reflexive attentional shifts is less well understood. In an experiment similar to the 1999 study, Hietanen (2002) again used a Posner paradigm in which spatially unpredictable cues of a person’s head and upper part of the torso were displayed centrally. A cue containing head and upper-body oriented in different directions (i.e., head rotated toward the target but a front-facing upper-body, as shown in Figure 1D) facilitated reaction times (RTs) while a cue with identical head and upper-body direction (i.e., both head and upper-body rotated toward the target, e.g., Figure 1E) did not. These results, together with those mentioned earlier on eye and head direction (Hietanen, 1999), provide support for the suggestion that in the orienting of social attention, different cues are initially used to derive the other person’s direction of attention in an allocentric reference frame and only after this, the other person’s direction of attention is related to the observer’s egocentric frame of reference (Hietanen, 2002). Based on the “reverse validity effect” (see e.g., Figure 1C), a model in which social attention orienting uses a hierarchy of social attention cues was proposed (Hietanen, 1999, 2002). According to the model, gaze direction is inferred relative to head orientation, and head orientation in turn is inferred relative to body orientation. If the derived relationships between these cues suggest that the other person has a laterally averted attention direction, a spatially defined directional code is then activated which may trigger an automatic shift of the observer’s own attention in that direction (step 3 in Figure 1).

1Note that an alternative to the hierarchical model has been proposed. In contrast to Hietanen’s (1999, 2002) studies, a paradigm which required a more explicit discrimination of gaze direction (i.e., an adapted Stroop paradigm in which participants had to respond either to the direction of gaze or to the orientation of the head and gaze and body information were placed into conflict or not) provides evidence for a facilitation of congruent eye gaze and head direction on performance and inhibition of incongruent eye-head directions (e.g., Langton, 2000; Langton et al., 2000; Seyama and Nagayama, 2005). On the basis of these findings, Langton and colleagues proposed a model in which the directional information provided by different social cues is processed in parallel (even if some cues may be completely task-irrelevant) and these cues have independent and additive effects on the discrimination of the perceived direction of social attention. We will come back to this alternative model in the Discussion.

### Figure 1 | Automatic attention shifts based on referential coding of body parts in an allocentric-based frame of reference

- **A** frontal head with gaze averted
- **B** lateral head with straight gaze in the same direction
- **C** lateral head with gaze toward observer
- **D** frontal body with head averted
- **E** sideways body with head in the same direction
- **F** sideways body with head facing the observer

---

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Hietanen (1999)</strong></th>
<th><strong>Hietanen (2002)</strong></th>
<th><strong>Present study</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Step 1:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Step 2:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Step 3:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Allocentric coding</strong></td>
<td><strong>Alloentric coding</strong> related to the observer’s frame of reference</td>
<td><strong>Direction of the observer’s automatic shift of attention</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>A</strong> left</td>
<td><strong>B</strong> straight</td>
<td><strong>C</strong> right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>D</strong> left</td>
<td><strong>E</strong> straight</td>
<td><strong>F</strong> right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>G</strong> right</td>
<td><strong>H</strong> straight</td>
<td><strong>I</strong> left</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>J</strong> right</td>
<td><strong>K</strong> no</td>
<td><strong>L</strong> left</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

1 Note that an alternative to the hierarchical model has been proposed. In contrast to Hietanen’s (1999, 2002) studies, a paradigm which required a more explicit discrimination of gaze direction (i.e., an adapted Stroop paradigm in which participants had to respond either to the direction of gaze or to the orientation of the head and gaze and body information were placed into conflict or not) provides evidence for a facilitation of congruent eye gaze and head direction on performance and inhibition of incongruent eye-head directions (e.g., Langton, 2000; Langton et al., 2000; Seyama and Nagayama, 2005). On the basis of these findings, Langton and colleagues proposed a model in which the directional information provided by different social cues is processed in parallel (even if some cues may be completely task-irrelevant) and these cues have independent and additive effects on the discrimination of the perceived direction of social attention. We will come back to this alternative model in the Discussion.
**PRESENT STUDY**

The most direct evidence for Hietanen’s hypothesis that gaze, head, and body cues in social orienting are combined in an allocentric coordinate system centered on the observed person (rather than in an egocentric frame of reference) comes from the finding that, when the head is averted and the person is gazing at the observer (as shown in Figure 1C), a reverse validity effect is observed in a Posner paradigm. The aim of the present study was to extend this evidence in two ways.

First, we wanted to investigate the role of body orientation (i.e., trunk, arms, and legs) on the orienting of social attention in general and allocentric allocation of attention in particular. As discussed in the Introduction, Hietanen (2002) already manipulated the relationship between torso and head direction and he observed that cues with a body oriented toward the viewer and the head averted produced a facilitation on response time in valid trials (e.g., Figure 1D). Hietanen interpreted this as evidence for allocentric coding. However, while not in contradiction with such an account, this observation can be interpreted as evidence for egocentric coding as well [faster right (left) responses when the figure is looking to the observer’s right (left)]. More specifically, we reasoned that the generation of an allocentrically based spatial directional code should not be limited to situations in which an observed person’s head (and gaze) is averted to one side, with the body in frontal view (i.e., different head/body orientations, e.g., Figure 1D), but should generalize to situations in which the body is oriented away and the person is facing the observer. For example, in the case of a frontal view of the head (with straight gaze) combined with a body oriented to the right of the observer (as shown in Figure 1F) the predicted spatial directional code should be in the opposite direction of the body orientation. Indeed, such a combination of head/body orientations would, if coded in an allocentrically based frame of reference, activate a spatial code directed to the observed person’s right (see Figure 1, step 1; and, therefore, the observer’s left in an egocentrically frame, step 2), despite the fact that head and eye gaze are oriented directly toward the viewer.

Second, based on the concept of convergent operations (Garner et al., 1956), we intended to extend the evidence collected with a Posner cueing paradigm to data gathered with another experimental paradigm. Specifically, we used an adapted Simon paradigm similar to Zorzi et al. (2003; see also Ansorge, 2003), which required processing of a feature of the stimulus cue, namely the facial expression of a figure (i.e., the task-relevant feature). The figure was presented in full body and the orientation of the body, facing either the left or right hemifield vis-à-vis the head, was manipulated. The face was always presented as facing forward (i.e., toward the participant) and only the face contained information relevant to discriminate the emotional state of the person, rendering the body orientation task-irrelevant. Note that, by focusing the task on the face of the figure, the body was, at least in retinal terms, presented outside of foveal vision although perhaps not outside of attentional focus (because attention may spread to the body in an object-based manner; Scholl, 2001; Mozer and Vecera, 2005). The leftward or rightward body orientation was pitted against the spatial location of the required response (i.e., left or right button), with the orientation of the body being either compatible or incompatible with the required response location².

We predicted that if body orientation is automatically processed and activates a directional spatial code then it should induce a “Simon effect.” Moreover, if attentional allocation on the basis of social cues is based on direct egocentric coding (centered on the observer), performance to compatible response locations should be facilitated relative to incompatible response locations. For example, a body oriented toward the right visual hemifield should facilitate responses made within that same hemifield in comparison to those made in the other hemifield. In contrast, however, Hietanen’s model predicts that the directional spatial code is derived from an integration of head and body orientation coded in an allocentric frame of reference (centered on the observed person). If this is the case, then RTs to facial expressions requiring a right response should be faster when the figure’s body is oriented to the left than to the right. In other words, this model predicts a “reverse compatibility effect” (similar to the “reverse validity effect” reported by Hietanen, 1999).

**METHODS**

**PARTICIPANTS**

Eleven undergraduate students from the University of Leuven, (six male and five female, with a mean age of 28.2 years) participated in the experiment. All reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision and were naïve with respect to the purpose of the study. Our study was approved by the Department of Psychology Ethics Committee, University of Leuven and, accordingly, all participants provided informed consent prior to the experiment.

**APPARATUS AND STIMULI**

Stimuli were displayed on a 19-inch CRT color monitor with a refresh rate of 75 Hz, driven by a Dell XPS 420 PC using E-prime software (version 2.0). Participants sat in a darkened room, with their head stabilized on a chin-rest which was positioned 80 cm from the monitor and aligned with the midpoint of the screen. Responses were collected using a serial response box, model 200A (Psychology Software Tools), which was placed in front of the participant and was aligned with the horizontal midpoint of the screen.

Stimuli consisted of human avatars which were presented against a white background. The images of the avatars subtended a visual angle of 9° in the vertical direction and the image of the head subtended a visual angle of approximately 1.1° × 0.7°. Images of avatars were presented in the center of the screen with the midline of the face aligned with the vertical axis of the screen. A fixation cross, centered on the mouth of the subsequent avatar, was presented prior to each stimulus image. The images of the avatars were generated using the “Poser” computer graphics software (version 7.0, E-Frontier Inc.). Four

²To avoid confusion, here and in the remainder of this article, we will use the terms “compatible” and “incompatible” to refer to the relationship between the required response locations (based on the emotional expression displayed) and the task-irrelevant stimulus attribute, body orientation. The terms “congruent” and “incongruent” will be used to refer to the relationship between head (gaze) and body orientation.
different avatars were used, two male and two female, and each wore different clothing. Each was illuminated by three “infinite” light sources (a frontal light and two lights positioned 30° left and right of the avatar from an angle of 45° above the viewer), which created a smooth shading on the models. Images were rendered in color without external shadows. The models were presented in a standing position with their heads facing toward the participant. Eight different images were created from each avatar by combining two different facial expressions (happy and sad) with four different body orientations (60° left, 30° left, 30° right, and 60° right). The direction of the eye gaze and the head remained fixed for all images. Examples of the stimuli are shown in Figure 2.

DESIGN

The protocol of the experiment was based on a “Simon” task. Participants had to discriminate between happy and sad facial expressions of the avatar (the relevant dimension) by manually pressing the left or right response button. Half of the participants pressed the left response button to indicate a happy face and the right button for a sad face, and vice versa for the remaining participants. The location of the response keys for the task was pitted against the hemifield location to which the body of the avatar was facing (the task-irrelevant dimension). The experiment was based on a fully factorial, three-way, within-subjects design in which overall body orientation (left or right), angle of the body orientation (30° or 60°), and the location of the response key (left or right) were manipulated.

PROCEDURE

Each trial began with the presentation of a fixation cross for 760 ms, followed by an 80 ms blank interval, and then the stimulus. Participants were instructed to keep their eyes on the fixation cross and to respond to the facial expression as rapidly and accurately as possible once the avatar appeared. Participants responded with the index finger of their right or left hand (i.e., left index finger on left button for a happy face, right index finger on right button for a sad face or vice versa). The stimulus remained present until a button press was recorded. Feedback was provided following each response: correct responses were followed by a green plus sign (0.5° × 0.5°) and incorrect responses were followed by a red minus sign, and these symbols were presented at the location of the previous fixation cross for 240 ms. The inter-trial interval was set at 1000 ms.

Participants first completed a set of 32 practice trials, followed by six blocks of 96 experimental trials. Each experimental block included three repetitions of the 32 stimuli (four avatars, two facial expressions, two directions of body orientation, and two angles of the body orientation) which were presented in a random order. After each block, participants were encouraged to take a one-minute rest. The entire experiment lasted approximately 30 minutes after which participants were debriefed.

RESULTS

The median RTs for correct responses and associated error rates to each of the eight conditions as a function of response location (left or right), hemifield orientation of the body (left or right), and angle of body orientation (30° or 60°) are presented in Table 1. We conducted separate three-way, within-subject analyses of variance (ANOVA) on these RT and error data.

The analysis of the correct RT data revealed no main effects of response location, direction of body orientation, or angle of body orientation (all F-values < 1). However, the interaction between response location and direction of body orientation was significant, F(1, 10) = 14.756, MS_{e} = 171.432, p < 0.01. None of the other interactions reached significance (all F-values < 1).

As shown in Figure 3, participants were faster in deciding which emotional expression was expressed by the avatar when the body of the avatar was oriented toward the hemifield opposite to that of the required response. For example, when a happy face required a right response, participants were faster when the body of the avatar was oriented to the observer’s left than when it was oriented to the right. This reverse stimulus-response compatibility effect by a task-irrelevant stimulus attribute, namely body orientation, was 11 ms on average (with a lower 95% confidence limit of 4.4 and an upper limit of 16.9; see Loftus and Masson, 1994). Note that we reanalyzed the data with the gender of the avatar as an additional variable, but never observed a main or interaction effect involving avatar gender that approached significance.

The overall mean percentage error across participants was 4.28%. The within-subjects ANOVA revealed no main effects of response location (p > 0.22) or direction of body orientation (F < 1). However, a significant main effect of angle of body orientation was observed, F(1, 10) = 12.460, MS_{e} = 3.253, p < 0.01: errors were more frequent when the angle of the body was

---

Table 1 | Average median reaction times (ms) and error rates (%) as a function of response location, body orientation, and angle of body orientation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Left body orientation</th>
<th>Right body orientation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30°</td>
<td>60°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>REACTION TIMES</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left response</td>
<td>608</td>
<td>610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right response</td>
<td>597</td>
<td>602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ERRORS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left response</td>
<td>3.28</td>
<td>4.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right response</td>
<td>3.28</td>
<td>5.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
oriented by 60° compared to 30° (M60° = 4.96% vs. M30° = 3.60%). All interactions failed to even approach significance (all F-values < 1). The mean error rates associated with the (non-significant) interaction between response location and direction of body orientation found in the RT data are shown in Figure 3. Importantly, these findings imply that the significant interaction between response location and direction of body orientation in the RT data cannot be explained by a speed-accuracy trade-off (error rates for compatible body-orientation/response-location trials were 4.51% on average, and 4.04% for incompatible trials).

**DISCUSSION**

The present study examined whether the orientation of the body (i.e., trunk, arms, and legs) is automatically processed and generates a directional spatial code. To examine this issue, a Simon paradigm was adopted in which the task required processing of a non-spatially oriented feature of the stimulus, namely its facial expression, while at the same time the (task-irrelevant) direction in which the body was oriented was manipulated and this direction was either compatible or incompatible with the location of the response key. We found a systematic reverse compatibility effect: when the categorization of the facial expression required a left (right) response, RTs were faster when the body was oriented to the right (left) compared to when it was oriented to the same side as the response location. Even though the direction of the body was task-irrelevant, and presented in parafoveal/peripheral vision, it nevertheless generated a directional spatial code which subsequently affected response selection (Lu and Proctor, 1995; Zorzi and Umiltà, 1995). This Simon effect suggests that the processing of body direction is automatic.

In line with the “reverse validity effect” observed by Hietanen (1999), the “reverse compatibility effect” observed here suggests that the orientation of the trunk does not generate a spatial code in an observer-based frame of reference but rather in an allocentric frame of reference centered on the observed person. In this sense, the present study provides further evidence in support of Hietanen’s model (1999, 2002) on the orienting of social attention in which spatially defined directional codes which automatically trigger attention shifts are activated based on referential coding of body parts (i.e., in an allocentric-based frame of reference). In particular, Hietanen suggested a hierarchical referencing scheme in which gaze direction is referenced to head orientation, and head orientation in turn is referenced to body orientation. Accordingly, in the present experiment, the combined hierarchical coding of head orientation relative to body orientation activated a spatial code in the opposite direction of the body orientation (even though the head of the figure was facing toward the observer), producing the observed reverse compatibility effect.

Furthermore, these findings are in contrast to those predicted by a model in which different social cues (e.g., eye, head, and body direction) are processed in parallel, and have independent and additive effects as suggested by Langton and colleagues (Langton, 2000; Langton et al., 2000). According to their model, a spatial code consistent with the direction of the body from the observer’s point of view should have been activated, predicting a compatibility effect (i.e., faster RTs when response location and body orientation are in agreement), which was not what was found.

We speculate that one reason why allocentric coding may be important is that, when body and gaze are not oriented congruently, the perception of implied motion is induced (Freyd, 1983; Kourtzi and Kanwisher, 2000; Jellema and Perrett, 2003a, 2006). For example, a human figure with its trunk and legs oriented to the left (of the viewer) and a head facing front, may imply a rotating action of the head from a resting posture with congruent head and body orientation (toward the left of the viewer) to the figure’s allocentric left (to the right of the viewer). Thus, the incongruently oriented head and body may have induced some form of implied motion perception which activated a dynamically based directional spatial code as a result of the allocentric coding of body parts.

Neurophysiological and neuroimaging studies have provided evidence that the superior temporal sulcus (STS) region of the brain, which is known to be activated by images of the face and body, is also activated by images which imply body-part motion and more generally to stimuli that signal the actions of another individual (for a discussion of these studies see for example, Allison et al., 2000; Kourtzi et al., 2008). Human fMRI (e.g., Grossman and Blake, 2002; Beauchamp et al., 2003; Peuskens et al., 2005; Thompson et al., 2005) and rTMS studies (Grossman et al., 2003) documented that STS regions show a strong specialization for the perception of actions and body postures. This was confirmed in single-cell recording studies in
monkeys (e.g., Jellema et al., 2000; Barraclough et al., 2006; Jellema and Perrett, 2003a,b, 2006; Vangeneugden et al., 2009). Moreover, of the cells that respond to static images of human figures, approximately 60% are sensitive to the degree of articulation shown by the human. Furthermore, about half of the cells sensitive to images of human figures prefer implied motion (Barraclough et al., 2006). Jellema and Perrett (2003a) found cells in the anterior part of the STS coding for a particular articulated action both when actually presented and when implied in a still image (see also Vangeneugden et al., 2011, for recent evidence of neurons in STS responding to momentary pose during an action sequence). Furthermore, the cells studied did not respond to the sight of a non-articulated static posture, which formed the starting-point of the action, but responded vigorously to the articulated static posture formed by the end-point of the action. It is worth noting that the stimuli of articulated static postures which formed the end-point of the actions in that study were very similar to the stimuli used in the present study. The activated directional spatial code causing the reverse compatibility effect in the present study may reflect the influence of processes related to implied motion processing in STS. However, although it is known that reciprocal connections between STS and the inferior parietal lobe exist (Harries and Perrett, 1991; Seltzer and Pandya, 1994; Rizzolatti and Matelli, 2003), a link between implied motion processing in STS and attentional function remains speculative (Jellema and Perrett, 2006) until further investigations are conducted.
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